Paperbacks

Adams, Henry, *The Education of Henry Adams*

Adcock, Fleur, ed., *Twentieth-Century Women's Poetry*


Altorki, Soraya, *Women in Saudi Arabia: Ideology and Behavior Among the Elite*

Arendt, Hannah, *The Human Condition*

Armitage, Angus, *The World of Copernicus*

   *The Universe and Dr. Einstein*

Barzini, Luigi, *The Italians.*

Benedict, Ruth, *Patterns of Culture*

Berdyaev, Nicholas, *The Beginning & The End.*

Berrill, N. J., *The Living Tide* (1964)

Bickerton, Derek, *Language and Species*

Bowra, C. M., *Primitive Song* (A Mentor Book)

Braun, Sidney D., ed., *Dictionary of French Literature*

Brontë, Emily, *Wuthering Heights*

Bunyan, John, *The Pilgrim’s Progress*

Burckhardt, Jacob, *The Civilization of the Renaissance in Italy*


Calvino, Italo, *Six Memos for the Next Millennium*

Cantus, Holly, *Household HInts*
Canetti, Elias, *The Play of the Eyes*

Carroll, Lewis, *Alice in Wonderland* (Best Loved Classics)

Carson, Rachel L., *Under the Sea Wind*

*The Sea Around Us*


Chao, Yuen Ren, *Language and Symbolic Systems* (1968)

Childe, Gordon, *What Happened In History* (Pelican books)

Chomsky, Noam, *Aspects Of The Theory Of Syntax*

Conrad, Joseph, *Almayer’s Folly*

*The Constitution of Our United States* (Rand McNally Book)

Crompton, John, *The Life of the Spider*

da Cunha, Euclides, *Rebellion in the Backlands*

Dante, *The Paradiso*


*The Inferno*

Dantzig, Tobias, *Number: The Language of Science*


de Maupassant, Guy, *Yvette."

Dewey, John, *Reconstruction in Philosophy*

Diamond, A.S., *The History and Origin of Language*

Dickens, Charles, *Great Expectations*

Dostoyevsky, Fyodor, *Crime and Punishment* (Signet Books)

Eliot, T.S., *Four Quartets*


Flaubert, Gustave, *Madame Bovary*

*Three Tales* (Penguin Classics)

Fromm, Erich, *The Sane Society.* (2 copies)

Gamow, George, *One Two Three . . . . Infinity: Facts and Speculations of Science*


Gasset, José Ortega y, *The Revolt of the Masses*

Gide, André, *The Immoralist*

*Gospel Principles* [published by The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints]

Graves, Robert, *Goodbye to All That*

Gucker, Philip, *Essential English Grammar*


Hall, Robert A., Jr., *Linguistics and Your Language*

Hamilton, Edith, *The Greek Way*

Harmon, William, ed., *The Top 100 Poems: The Concise Columbia Book of Poetry*

Hawthorne, Nathaniel, *The House of the Seven Gables*

*Twice-Told Tales and other short stories* (Washington Square Press)

*The Scarlet Letter*

Hazlitt, Henry, *Economics in One Lesson* (1958)

Hearn, Lafcadio, *Chita: A Memory of Last Island*

Hogg, James, *The Private Memoirs and Confessions of a Justified Sinner*

Holbrook, David, *Sylvia Plath: Poetry and Existence*

Homer, *The Odyssey* [trans. by Robert Fitzgerald]

*The Iliad* [trans. by W. H. D. Rouse]

*The Iliad* [trans. by Robert Fitzgerald]

Howard, Philip, *Weasel Words*


Hutton, James, *A Memoir*

James, Henry, *The Ambassadors*.

James, William, *The Varieties of Religious Experience*.

Jaspers, Karl, *Philosophy and the World*.

Jespersen, Otto, *Mankind, Nation and Individual From a Linguistic Point of View*

Jewett, Sarah Orne, *The Country of the Pointed Firs and Other Stories* [Preface by Willa Cather]

Jonas, Hans, *The Phenomenon of Life: Toward a Philosophical Biology*

Kaplan, J. D., Ed., *Dialogues of Plato*


Kramer, Edna E., *The Mainstream of Mathematics*

Lacy, Dan Mabry, *The Meaning of the American Revolution* (1964)

Laird, Charlton, *The Miracle of Language* (Fawcett World Library), 1953

*Langenscheidt’s German-English, English-German Dictionary*

Langer, Susanne K., *Philosophical Sketches*

*Philosophy in a New Key*
Lawrence, D. H., *Love Among the Haystacks: 7 Great Stories*

Lowell, Robert, *Selected Poems* (Faber), 1965

Lucretius, *On the Nature of Things*. (2 separate editions)

Machiavelli, *The Prince*

Mead, Margaret, *Growing Up In New Guinea*

  *Coming of Age in Samoa*

Morgan, Edwin, *Sonnets from Scotland*

Nevins, Allan and Henry Steele Commager, *A Pocket History of the United States*

Nicholson, Margaret, *A Dictionary of American-English Usage Based on Fowler’s Modern English Usage* (Signet), 1958

Nowottney, Winifred, *The Language Poets Use*

Pei, Mario, *The Story of English* (1955)

  *The Story of Language*

Peterson, Roger Tory, *How to Know the Birds*

Poe, Edgar Allen, *Tales of Mystery*


Pushkin, Alexander, *Eugene Onegin*

Rand, Ayn, *The Virtue of Selfishness: A New Concept of Egoism*

Reverdy, Pierre, *Selected Poems* (Cape Editions)


Rilke, Rainer Maria, *Duino Elegies*

Rimbaud, Arthur, *Poésies complètes*

Roberts, Michael, ed., revised by Peter Porter, *The Faber Book of Modern Verse* (Faber, fourth edition)

Sacks, Oliver, *The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat*

Schlesinger, Arthur M., Jr., *The Age of Jackson*

Schroedinger, Erwin, *What Is Life? & other scientific essays* (Doubleday/Anchor)

Seymour-Smith, Martin, *Who’s Who in Twentieth-Century Literature Robert Graves* (Writers & their Work)

Shelley, Percy Bysshe, *The Poems of Percy Bysshe Shelley*


Spanish-English Dictionary (University of Chicago)

Spender, Stephen, *Selected Poems* (Faber)

Spitzer, Leo, *Linguistics and Literary History: Essays in Stylistics* (1967)


St. Augustine, *The Confessions of ST. Augustine*

Stendhal, *The Red and the Black*


Sumner, William Graham, *Folk-Ways*

Thiel, Rudolf, *And There Was Light*

Thomas, Dylan, *Collected Poems*

Tolkien, J. R. R., *The Fellowship of the Ring* (Ballentine Books)


Turgenev, Ivan, *The Hunting Sketches Fathers and Sons*
Twain, Mark, The Adventures of *Huckleberry Finn*

Veblens, Thorstein, *The Theory of The Leisure Class*

Voltaire, *Candide*

Warner, Rex, trans., *War Commentaries of Caesar* (1964)


Whitehead, A. N., *Science and the Modern World*

Willen, Gerald, and Victor B. Reed, *A Casebook on Shakespeare’s Sonnets* (1965)

*Wisdom of the Saints* by Jill Haak Adels? [couldn’t make out author’s name]

Wittgenstein, Ludwig, *Philosophical Remarks*

Wolff, Peter, *Breakthroughs in Mathematics* (Signet Science Library)

Zola, Émile, *L’Assommoir*

**Hardbacks**

*The Apocryphal New Testament: being all the gospels, epistles, and other pieces now extant, attributed in the first four centuries to Jesus Christ, his Apostles, and their companions, and not included in the New Testament, by its compilers; translated, and now first collected into one volume, with prefaces and tables, and various notes and references.*

Bennett, Arnold, *The Old Wives’ Tale* [Modern Library edition]


Goldsmith, Oliver, *The Vicar of Wakefield and other writings*. [Modern Library edition]


*Holy Bible*, King James Version [Inscription: “Presented to Wade Morgan Barrow by Wade & Sharon Barrow, October 21, 1980.”]

*Holy Bible*, Revised Standard Version


[Princeton] *Class of 1922 After 40 Years.* (1962?)


*The Power of Freedom* [can’t make out author]


Roget, Peter Mark, *Thesaurus of English Words and Phrases*. (1933?)


**L(R)J Books**

*Progress of Stories* (Carcanet, 1986)

*Progress of Stories* (Dial, 1982)

*Final Troyano* (Edhasa, 1986)

*Four Unposted Letters to Catherine* (Persea, 1993)

*Grand Street* (periodical) containing “The Missing Story”

*Selected Poems in Five Sets* (Norton, 1973)

Selected Poems In Five Sets (Faber, paper, 1970)

*The Telling* (Athlone, 1972)

**Cookbooks and agricultural pamphlets**


*Florida Fruits and Vegetables and the Family Menu* (State of Florida Dept. of Agriculture)

*Florida Honey and Its Hundred Uses.*

*Florida Seafood Cookery* (State of Florida Dept. of Agriculture)

*Indian River Citrus Recipes*

*The Goodly Guava*
Henry Adams was singular for mental poise — absence of self-assertion or self-consciousness — the faculty of standing apart without seeming aware that he was alone — a balance of mind and temper that neither challenged nor avoided notice, nor admitted question of superiority or inferiority, of jealousy, of personal motives, from any source, even under great pressure.